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tanee, and on account of British interest. "If we [English]
do not help France/' Cambon said, "the Entente would dis-
appear; and, whether victory came to Germany, or to
France and Russia, our situation at the end of the war
would be very uncomfortable." But Grey replied there was
no obligation. That if France were forced into a war
against her wish, it was because of her alliance with Russia.
England had purposely kept clear of alliances in order not
to be involved in this way. "This aid not mean that under
no circumstances would we assist France, but it did mean
that France must take her own decision at this moment
without reckoning on an assistance that we were not now
in a position to promise." Cambon answered in dismay
that he could not transmit this reply to his Government,
and asked to be authorized to answer that the British Cabi-
net had not yet come to any decision. To mitigate Cam-
bon's disappointment, Grey then said that the appearance
of a German fleet in the English Channel and an attack
on the French coasts, or a violation of Belgium might alter
public opinion in England, and that he would bring these
questions before the Cabinet next morning. Meanwhile
Cambon might report that no decision had been taken,350
August 2 was the "Sunday of Resolve" for England,
The Cabinet sat almost continuously all day. In the morn-
ing it was still too uncertain as to British opinion and too
divided against itself to come to a decision. Until luncheon-
time the danger that a considerable minority would resign
from the Cabinet and thereby greatly weaken the Govern-
ment at a critical moment, still caused the majority to hesi-
tate, in spite of the arrival of news that German troops had
entered Luxemburg.151 The neutrality of Belgium, as Grey
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